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Abstract: In an open electricity market, electricity purchasers will trade, typical decisionmaking issue is how to determine purchasing proportion of two markets to reduce purchase
expense meanwhile avoid risk. Based on chance constrained programming, a new purchase
decision-making optimization model with stochastic constraint of Distribution Company is simplified into a definite model. The solution is genetic algorithm based on stochastic simulation
which can coordinate purchase expense and risk successfully. Finally, a numerical simulation
demonstrates the optimal distribution strategy . Results indicate that it’s helpful for electricity
purchaser to seek optimal investment strategy in electricity market.
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1

Introduction

There is variety of different electricity trading forms in Electricity market. The most significant one is the
form of contract market and the auction market. Trading quantities and trading price are established by
the government’s coordination in principle during the contract transaction. However, the auction market
bids according to the market clearing principle. The market members obtain the most effective transaction
project using the different combination of transaction ways[1]−[7] .Speaking of the sole customer’s market,
a typical decision-making issue is how to determine the purchasing proportion of the two market contract
market and auction market.
In the electricity purchaser’s risk management of purchasing decision-making, a purchase distribution
research [8][9] on the three order markets which are day-ahead market, hour-ahead market and real time market has been done, it discussed the description and impact of risks. Guo Jin and Tan Zhongfu[10] established
a target model of profit maximization according to Markowitz theory of the risk investment, variance of
profit was considered as an index of measuring risk. Introduction of β (the power company’s attention to
risk) converted a double- objective programming into a single one, therefore, the value of β determines
the purchase of electricity distribution on a large extent, so the key of this model application is to evaluate
β correctly. Chi-Keung Woo[11] assessed the risk of purchase cost through cost exposure and VAR which
anticipated loss size in future with the possibility of it will occur, it lets the distribution company not only
know the loss scale but also know the possibility of it will occur. In [12], a Monte Carlo simulation was used
to seek the optimal solution of the contract allocation rate of Monte Carlo has nothing to do with the problem’s dimension, moreover Monte Carlo understands easily, it is easy to code, but there is still weakness,
its computation load is extremely big, if you to increase a digit precision, you need to increase 100 times of
computation loads. Furthermore its convergence rate is slow.
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In this paper, the purchase allocation issue of the two trading markets is transformed to one chanceconstrained programming model by using the chance constrained programming theory, through model transformation we can obtain a definite solvable model. This paper also further discusses the mutual influencing
relations of the contract market and the spot market(power auction market) .

2
2.1

Mathematical Model
Characteristic of Contract Market and Spot Market

Our model establishment is under such market rules: Purchaser can purchase its electricity quantity needed
from the contract market and the spot market. The purchasing quantity and purchasing price are determined
through the two sides’ coordination in the contract market. However, the power auction market’s purchasing
quantity and purchasing price are determined by the auction market rules, here according to the market
clearing rules.
Any of market members can’t control the market’s price, moreover there is great fluctuation of the
present market price, so it leads the contract purchase and the proportion to be the important content of
avoiding risks. The distribution company’s expense and risk, we should consider both the demand uncertainty the price and risk of the contract market and spot market. Because any of market participants can’t
control the market completely, the prices for the two markets are all in random variables, and they are
relevant [10] .
According to the analysis to power auction market in [13], price of power auction market is a random
variable following the normal distribution . We can confirm its basis distribution of price when a future
time load has been forecasted. Through the detailed reasoning in [14], we know that price of power auction
market follows Logarithmic normal distribution, namely the logarithm of the actual price will be normal
distribution. λ2 is the price of power auction market, and λ2 ∼ N (µ, σ 2 ), so ln λ2 ∼ N (µ2 , σ22 ). Then the
price probability density function of power auction market based on the forecast load is as follows:

(lnλ−µ)2

 √ 1 ²− 2σ2
if λ2 > 0
2πσλ2
f (λ2 |L) =
(1)


0
if λ2 < 0
λ2 denotes a random variable of the power auction market’s price; L denotes load demand quantity; µ and σ 2
called the logarithmic mean and logarithmic variance of Logarithmic normal distribution. Then the purchase
expense of the distribution company in the power auction market can be represented as:
Rs = λ2 × Qs

(2)

Qs is the purchase quantity in power auction marketThe contract market’s results are obtained from the
bilateral coordination. According to the beforehand experience, trading price can’t been determined during
the quantity allocation. We suppose λ1 to be the contract price and λ1 ∼ N (µ1 , σ12 ) , the purchase expense
of contract market is given as:
Rc = λ1 × Qc
(3)
λ1 denotes a random variable of contract price which subjects to normal distribution. Qc is the trading
quantity of contract market.
Given that is the total demand quantity of distribution company in a future time, it is obvious that:
Q = Qs + Qc

2.2

(4)

Allocation Model of Purchasing Quantity

The purchase allocation model’s goal of the distribution company is to minimize the purchase expense,
namely the following model
min f = q.λ1 + (Q − q).λ2
q
(5)
s.t.
0≤q≤Q
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λ1 denotes a random variable of contract market price; λ2 denotes power auction market’s price, a random
variable; Q is the distribution company’s total quantity, a certain value; q denotes the purchase quantity of
contract market, decision variable of the model.
Because the both are all random variables, purchase expense is also a random variable, this kind of model
can’t be solved. The usual method is to turn the objective function into the minimum its expectation. Then
this article’s structure is a stochastic constraint programming further. Concrete model is given as follows:
min
q

s.t.

f

©
ª
Pr f ≤ f ≥ β
0≤q≤Q

(6)

f is random variable which denotes the purchase expense in formula (5); f is a certain value whose meaning
is an appointed level of purchase expense; β is an appointed probability which denotes that purchase expense
will not bigger than the appointed confidence level. Symbols are similar with formers.
The meaning of above model is to choose the contract purchasing quantity, so it can satisfy that realize
probability meets the required confidence level when the purchasing expense is the minimum. It is a typical
chance constrained model.

3
3.1

Solution to the Model
The Transformation Based on Chance Constrained Programming Model

According to [18], model (6) can be transformed to the following model:
min f
q (
n
o
f ≥ sup K| K = Ff−1 (β)
s.t.
0≤q≤Q

(7)

Ff is the distribution function of f = q · λ1 + (Q − q) · λ2 . From the detailed reasoning in [14], we can
know that:
1 2
2
2
(8)
µ2 = ²µ+ 2 σ , σ22 = ²2µ+2σ − ²2µ+σ
Symbol nomenclature see front . So we can deduce that f ∼ N (µ, σ2 2 ) , and its mean and variance are
given as follows:
µ = qµ1 + (Q − q)µ2
σ 2 = q 2 σ12 + (Q − q)2 σ22
(9)
+ 2ρqσ1 σ2 (Q − q)
Model (7) may further simplify for the standard normal distribution form:
min f
q ½
f ≥ µ + σΦ−1 (β)
s.t.
0≤q≤Q

(10)

Φ is the standard normal distribution function. The model (7) is a definite model. But then the relation
between Ff and q is nonlinear, so the model is a typical nonlinear constraint optimal issue. To this kind of
optimized problem, genetic algorithm is an excellent solution.

3.2

Genetic Algorithm Solves Objective Function

Genetic algorithm’s Specific flow is shown in [19].
The selection of codes adopts binary system symbols with length l = 10 to denote the quantity (q1 , q2 )
of spot market and contract market. The entire chromosome expresses to be [q1 | q2 ] , chromosome’s length
is 20, the former 10 denotes q1 , and the latter 10 denotes q2 .
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We adopts the fitness function which is minimum objective function , C max is fixed, in order to guarantee the fitness’s non-negative, it must be big enough. When the total needed quantity is determinate and
also history price is known, total purchasing expense can be forecasted easily, so it is still easy to determine
C max, we assume that C max = 10000000$ in present paper.
½
F itness(x) =

C max −f (x) f (x) < C max
0
f (x) ≥ C max

(11)

Substitute the minimum objective function issue in model (7) for the in model (11), we suppose ft =
µ + σΦ−1 (β) , objective function model of genetic algorithm is given as:
½
min F itness(q) =
q

st

C max −ft ft < C max
0
ft ≥ C max

(12)

0≤q≤ Q

Decision variable is q.

4

Example Analysis

On the basis of a certain area distribution company’s analysis of historical data[17] , the price distribution,
correlation coefficient and load forecasting of the contract market and the spot market are estimated as
shown in tab.1.
Table 1: Statistical Features of Variable
Symbol express
Distribution
Contract price
λ1
N(55,189)
Spot price
ln λ2
N(72,1122)
Load forecasting
Q
N(1800,2803)
correlation coefficient
ρ
0.1
Unit:λ1 ∼ $/M wh, ln λ2 ∼ $/M wh, Q ∼ M wh
The objective function’s confidence level β = 0.95, 0.90, 0.85, 0.80, we can obtain the contract purchase quantity qspot purchase quantity Q − q, purchasing allocation proportion γ and the expected value of
purchase expense µ as shown in Tab.2.

β
q
Q−q
γ
µ
Φ−1 (β)
Unit:q ∼ M wh, Q − q

Table 2: Changes Produced by Different β
0.99
0.95
0.90
1733.4
1785.6
1798.2
66.6
14.4
1.8
0.963
0.992
0.999
100132
99244
99030
2.33
1.745
1.28
∼ M wh, µ ∼ $

0.85
1798.2
1.8
0.999
99030
1.14

From Tab. 2, we may see the model’s final result, when β = 0.90, the allocation quantity q of contract
market is 1798.2Mwh, spot market Q − q is 1.8Mwh, purchasing allocation proportion γ is 0.999, namely
distribution company will choose the relative stable contract market.
In order to narrate the influence of two markets’ mean value and standard variance to purchasing allocation strategy better, we change µ1 , µ2 , σ1 , σ2 to analyze the purchasing strategy’s variety conditions when
β = 0.95 and others are invariable.
First, change the standard variance σ1 and σ2 of the contract market and the spot market, the results are
given as Tab. 3 and Tab. 4:
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Table 3: Changes Produced by Different σ1
Change σ1 whenβ = 0.95
σ1
q
Q−q
γ
11
1798.2
1.8
0.999
13
1798.2
1.8
0.999
15
1755
45
0.975
17
1699.2
100.8
0.944
19
1636.2
163.8
0.909
Unit:q ∼ M wh, Q − q ∼ M wh, µ ∼ $
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µ
99030
99030
99765
100713
101784

Table 4: Changes Produced by Different σ2
Change σ2 when β = 0.95
σ2
q
33
1783.8
35
1789.2
37
1794.6
39
1798.2
41
1798.2
Unit:q ∼ M wh, Q − q ∼ M wh, µ ∼ $

Q−q
16.2
10.8
5.4
1.8
1.8

γ
0.991
0.994
0.997
0.999
0.999

µ
99275
99183
99091
99030
99030

When the contract market’s standard variance σ1 reduces, then the purchasing quantity of contract market increases, but the most is 1798.2Mwh, and the purchasing quantity spot market reduces, purchasing
allocation proportion ascends, total expected purchasing expense reduces. When σ1 = 15, purchasing quantity in the contract market is 1755Mwh, in the spot market is 45Mwh, and γ = 0.975. The variety results
of σ2 can be acquired likewise. This conclusion illuminates that when a market standard variance increases,
it represents its market risk increasing, then purchaser will reduce the purchase quantity in this market,
meanwhile another market’s purchase quantity .When increases purchase quantity in the spot market, it will
increase the total expected purchase expense.
The standard mean value µ1 and µ2 of the contract market and the spot market, the results are given as
Tab. 5 and Tab.6:
Table 5: Changes Produced by Different µ1
Change µ1 when β = 0.95
µ1
q
Q−q
γ
51
1798.2
1.8
0.999
53
1798.2
1.8
0.999
55
1785.6
14.4
0.992
57
1760.4
39.6
0.978
59
1737
63
0.965
Unit:q ∼ M wh, Q − q ∼ M wh, µ ∼ $

µ
91837
95434
99244
103194
107019

When the spot market’s price mean value µ2 increases, then the purchasing quantity in this market
reduces, and the purchasing quantity of contract market increases, but the most is 1798.2Mwh, purchasing
allocation proportion ascends, total expected purchasing expense reduces.
When µ2 = 70$/M wh, purchasing quantity in the contract market is 1760.4Mwh, in the spot market is
39.6Mwh, and γ = 0.978 . This conclusion illuminates that when a market’s price increases, purchaser will
reduce the purchase quantity in this market, meanwhile the other market’s purchase quantity will increase .
When purchase quantity in the spot market reduces, and it will reduce the total expected purchase expense.
In summary, the enlargement of a market risk will lead to electricity purchaser go for another relative
stable market; the ascension of a market price will lead to purchasing quantity of another market increases.
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Table 6: Changes Produced by Different µ2
Change µ2 whenβ = 0.95
µ2
q
Q−q
γ
68
1737
63
0.965
70
1760.4
39.6
0.978
72
1785.6
14.4
0.992
74
1798.2
1.8
0.999
76
1798.2
1.8
0.999
Unit:q ∼ M wh, Q − q ∼ M wh, µ ∼ $

µ
99819
99594
99244
99034
99037

This conclusion proves that there is relativity between the contract market and the spot market.

5

Conclusion and Expectation

This article gives us the method which transforms the model to a definite optimal model with restraint and
also gives the settlement algorithm based on the genetic algorithm. The actual data computation indicates
that this method can provide consumers a purchasing quantity allocation decision-making under certain
confidence level.
The further work will be how to enhance the efficiency of model’s solution and consider all kinds of
constraint conditions.
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